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editorial

weve received several letters and phone calls recently from
people concerned about the fact that we run advertisements from
liquor companies they wonder how we can fight alcoholism and
yet run the advertisements

these people have every right to criticize us and we are hap-
py to see there are many readers who care enough to let us know
how they feel

in order to respond to you we must divide the issue of whether
we should run these advertisements into two areas

first we must stress that although alcoholism is the top priori-
ty of the tundra times71 mes that does not mean we believe no one
should drink this newspaper is concerned about responsible
drinking there are some people who can handle alcohol we
would not tell these people they cannot drink

on the other hand an entire village may decide that the only
way to deal with an alcohol problem is to ban alcohol throughout
that village we support villages that have done so and say to the
villagers who are able to drink responsibly they will just have
to give up alcohol for the good of the majority of the population

we must accept the fact however that it is not politically feasi-
ble to ban alcohol in the state of alaska or the united states as
a whole given that reality we tell those who cannot handle
alcohol they must give it up entirely to those who can handle
it we say they must drink responsibly

the other issue the tundra times is facing these days is one
of survival we have cut every cost to the bone our staff has
been reduced to four employees who receive no benefits for work-
ing here other than a paycheckpay check and our salaries are certainly
not high

also weve said it before we make almost no long distance
telephone calls and we do not travel unless the cost is paid by
someone else fortunately we have very dedicated volunteers and
strong support from some native corporations

sadly we still do not yet have enough subscribers to make this
newspaper healthy until we do we will be forced to accept these
advertisements even with the revenue from them our survival
is currently in question

each full page advertisement costs 620 each time you see
a liquor advertisement you are seeing 620 go into the tundra
timesrimes coffers

at one point we encouraged people who were concconcernedemed about
these advertisements to consider sending us their permanent fund
dividend checks and to encourage others to do so each check
would be about equalitoequaltoequal to one advertisement

only one person sent us their check last year
we must ask ourselves how much people want the tundra times711nw 1

and how much they arcare concerned about the issue of liquor
advertising

we would certainly welcome further comment and discussion
on this issue

the tundra times isas 225 yearsyears old


